Toronto Father Pens Children's Book that Motivates
and Inspires Children and Parents to Go the Extra
Mile
Oliver & the Octo-Helmet is his first children's book in a series based on the success principals
of Napoleon Hill
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TORONTO, ON (Nov. 23, 2017) - Coming up in December is Motivation Month and first-time
Toronto author Aaron Chan is helping empower and inspire children, and their parents, to go the
extra mile with his recently released picture book Oliver & the Octo-Helmet.
Published by Toronto's Upon A Star Books, Oliver & the Octo-Helmet follows the story of Oliver,
an adventurous octopus who wants to go deep-sea exploring but requires an Octo-Helmet in
order to do so. He is 30 shells short so he makes a plan to earn the rest of the money and along
the way learns about the importance of going the extra mile.
Chan, who is the father of two boys, is planning on writing 17 books in the Oliver Octopus
series, each one based on the success principles taught by Napoleon Hill, the author of The
Law of Success and the advisor to former U.S. president Franklin D. Roosevelt.
“The goal of this book is to light up the imagination of the kids who read it and to inspire both
kids and parents to practice the principle of 'going the extra mile' in their lives,” Chan said.
About Aaron Chan
Chan is an accountant by day and a children's book author by night, writing books that not only
entertain and touch the heart, but teach valuable life lessons that influence children in a positive
way. Chan successfully launched Oliver & the Octo-Helmet on Nov. 12 at an event in North
York. He lives with his wife, Bonnie, and their two boys, Lucas and Jaden. He can be reached at
www.oliveroctopus.com.
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